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TSA reviews directives, but its process does not fully define how to coordinate
with industry representatives and TSA has not incorporated the security
measures of many longstanding directives into air carrier security programs in
accordance with TSA policy. Representatives from four domestic air carriers
stated that coordination with TSA on directives has improved. However,
representatives from six air carriers and two associations indicated that TSA has
issued revised directives that are vague or difficult to implement—which, for
example, contributed to TSA officials offering different interpretations of aircraft
cabin search requirements—because TSA did not sufficiently include them in the
review process. Better defining how TSA coordinates with air carriers and other
stakeholders would help ensure that TSA issues directives that enable air
carriers to effectively secure their operations against the identified threats or
vulnerabilities. In addition, when TSA officials have coordinated with air carriers,
they have not documented the input provided. Documenting the input could help
ensure that TSA is consistently addressing air carrier concerns and retaining
knowledge about who, what, when, where, and why coordination occurred.
Further, TSA policy states that directives are not intended to be permanent and
are expected to eventually be canceled or incorporated into security programs.
GAO analysis found that TSA issued more than one half (25) of the directives
prior to 2014, meaning they have been in effect for more than 5 years. Several
have been in effect for more than 10 years (see figure).
Years the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) Issued Security
Directives/Emergency Amendments

As of July 2019, TSA officials had begun the process to migrate directives into
security programs as deemed appropriate, but had not yet finalized their plans
for doing so. Defining the process for incorporating directives into security
programs, including expected timeframes, and taking actions to implement this
process, as applicable, could better ensure that TSA clarifies and streamlines
security requirements in a timely manner.
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Letter

441 G St. N.W.
Washington, DC 20548

October 3, 2019
Congressional Committees
In 2015, terrorists claimed responsibility for the bombing of Metrojet Flight
9268 that killed all 224 people on board en route from Egypt to Russia. In
2017, a terrorist group shipped partially assembled components of a
bomb from Turkey to Australia through international air cargo with plans
to detonate the assembled device on a subsequent passenger flight.
Approximately 300 airports in foreign countries offer last point of
departure flights to the United States, and intelligence information
available to the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) indicates
that terrorist groups continue to target international aviation. 1 Efforts to
quickly address vulnerabilities identified at these foreign airports and
emerging threats to air carriers that operate from them are of vital
importance in ensuring the security of the aviation system.
TSA, a component within the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), is
the federal agency responsible for securing the nation’s civil aviation
system. Air carriers are responsible for implementing TSA security
requirements predominantly through TSA-approved security programs,
which describe the policies, procedures, and systems the air carriers are
to implement and maintain to comply with TSA security requirements. 2
TSA may issue new, or revise existing, security requirements for air
carriers through the issuance of security directives or emergency
amendments if threat information, events, or significant vulnerabilities,
often of an immediate nature, indicate that additional security measures
are needed to better secure the aviation sector. TSA issues security
directives for domestic air carriers (e.g., Delta or FedEx) and emergency
1

A last point of departure flight is a flight that does not make any intermediate stops
between a foreign and U.S. airport.
2

In general, U.S. and foreign-flagged air carriers (referred to in this report as domestic and
foreign air carriers, respectively) that operate to, from, within, or overflying the United
States must establish and maintain security programs approved by TSA in accordance
with requirements set forth in regulation at 49 C.F.R. parts 1544 (domestic air carriers)
and 1546 (foreign air carriers). See 49 U.S.C. §§ 44903(c), 44906; 49 C.F.R. §§ 1544.3,
1544.101-1544.105, 1546.3, 1546.101-1546.105. While TSA regulations specifically
provide that foreign air carrier security programs must be deemed “acceptable” by TSA
(whereas domestic air carrier security programs must be “approved” by TSA), for the
purposes of this report, we are using the term “TSA-approved” for both domestic and
foreign air carrier security programs.
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amendments for foreign air carriers (e.g., Lufthansa or Emirates Airways).
TSA may issue requirements through security directives and emergency
amendments (referred to collectively in this report as “directives,” unless
otherwise stated), affecting air carrier operations at any or all of the last
point of departure airports.
The TSA Modernization Act, enacted October 5, 2018, includes a
provision for GAO to review the effectiveness of the TSA process to
update, consolidate, or revoke security directives, emergency
amendments, and other policies related to international aviation security
at last point of departure airports. 3 This report (1) identifies key
characteristics of TSA security directives and emergency amendments
related to air carrier operations at last point of departure airports, and (2)
assesses TSA’s process to review security directives and emergency
amendments.
To identify key characteristics of TSA directives, we reviewed and
analyzed the content of the 46 directives related to air carrier operations
at last point of departure airports in effect as of March 2019. 4 We
summarized information about these directives, including their topic and
applicable locations. We discussed the results of our analysis with TSA
officials.
To assess TSA’s review process, we reviewed TSA’s management
directive regarding policy issuance and the associated standard operating
procedures to determine how TSA is to coordinate across offices and with
external stakeholders when updating or canceling directives. 5 In addition,
we analyzed TSA internal documentation (e.g., memos and emails) from
January 2017 to March 2019 on how TSA implemented its management
directive and standard operating procedures. Further, we reviewed letters
TSA provided to Congress describing the extent of its consultation with
and notification to trade association representatives, air carriers, and
3

The TSA Modernization Act was enacted as Division K, Title I of the FAA Reauthorization
Act of 2018. See Pub. L. No. 115-254, div. K, tit. I, § 1953(b), 132 Stat. 3186, 3594 (2018).

4
TSA may also issue directives applicable to domestic airports and other TSA-regulated
entities.
5

TSA, TSA Management Directive No. 2100.5. Standard Security Program, Standard
Security Program Change, Security Program Amendment, Security Directive, and
Emergency Amendment Issuance (Arlington, VA: March 2012) and Standard Operating
Procedures for Security Policy Development, Coordination, and Issuance (Arlington, VA:
August 2016).
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relevant federal agencies prior to making changes to security standards
via directives for air carrier operations at last point of departure airports
since October 2018, when Congress first required such reporting. 6 In
addition, we analyzed TSA documentation of changes to directives for air
carrier operations at last point of departure airports in effect at any point
from fiscal year 2012—the first year for which we had data from prior
work—to March 2019—the time of our analysis. We conducted this
analysis to determine the extent to which TSA has updated (including
renewing or consolidating) directives, canceled them, or allowed them to
expire. 7 We also interviewed TSA headquarters and field officials to
determine whether TSA’s practices align with its documented policies and
procedures. Specifically, we met with (1) TSA headquarters offices,
including Policy, Plans, and Engagement; Global Operations; and
Intelligence and Analysis; (2) selected TSA international industry
representatives—TSA’s principal liaisons with air carriers; (3) selected
TSA representatives—TSA’s principal liaisons with foreign government
transportation security experts; and (4) TSA’s liaison to the Department of
State. 8 We also met with three aviation associations that represent or
include both domestic and foreign air carriers, as well as passenger and
all-cargo air carriers, and 10 air carriers. 9 We selected air carriers that
6
The TSA Modernization Act requires that TSA, not later than 3 days after the date a
security directive or emergency amendment is issued for a last point of departure, transmit
to the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation of the Senate, the
Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs of the Senate, and the
Committee on Homeland Security of the House of Representatives a description of the
extent to which TSA consulted and notified relevant stakeholders. See Pub. L. No. 115254, § 1953(a)(2), 132 Stat. at 3594.
7

TSA may choose to cancel a directive or allow it to expire instead of actively canceling or
renewing it. However, the effect is the same. For the purposes of this report, we will use
the term “cancellation” to refer to both cancellations and expirations.
8
There are 15 TSA international industry representatives worldwide, and we conducted
five separate group interviews with all 15 by geographic region. Further, we met with
international industry representatives responsible for coordinating with passenger air
carriers separately from those responsible for all-cargo air carriers. We selected three of
26 TSA representatives to interview whose area of responsibility includes countries with
specific security directives or emergency amendments addressing air carrier operations at
their airports.
9

One of the aviation associations includes air carriers that comprise over 80 percent of the
world’s air traffic. Another aviation association includes the three all-cargo air carriers and
four of the five passenger air carriers with the most inbound flights from July 2017 to June
2018 (the most recent data available at the time of our selection). The final association
includes the four domestic all-cargo carriers with the most inbound flights during this
period.
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operate out of last point of departure airports with country-specific
directives and have a relatively high number of U.S.-bound flights, among
other reasons. 10
We obtained air carrier and association representatives’ perspectives
about how TSA coordinates with them in its processes for updating and
canceling directives. The results of our air carrier and association
interviews are not generalizable but provided us insights into how TSA
coordinates with air carriers to update and cancel directives. Further, we
compared TSA’s directive review process to TSA’s management directive
and associated standard operating procedures for security policy
development, coordination, and issuance; the 2018 TSA Administrator’s
Intent; and criteria for defining objectives and risk tolerance in federal
internal control standards. 11
We conducted this performance audit from January 2019 to October 2019
in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our
findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that
the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and
conclusions based on our audit objectives.

Background

TSA is responsible for securing the nation’s civil aviation system, which
includes domestic and foreign air carrier operations to, from, within, or
overflying the United States, as well as the foreign point-to-point
operations of domestic air carriers. 12 Air carriers are responsible for
10

We selected both passenger and all-cargo air carriers as well as domestic and foreign
air carriers. In addition, we made selections to obtain a representation of different
international regions.

11

TSA Management Directive No. 2100.5 and Standard Operating Procedures for Security
Policy Development, Coordination, and Issuance, TSA, Administrator’s Intent (Arlington,
VA: June 1, 2018), and GAO, Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government,
GAO-14-704G (Washington, D.C.: September 2014). The Administrator’s Intent is to serve
as the roadmap for reaching the vision established in the 2018-2026 TSA Strategy by
defining the specific, measurable objectives and outcomes TSA is to pursue.
12

See generally Pub. L. No. 107-71, 115 Stat. 597 (2001); 49 U.S.C. § 114. For purposes
of this report, the term “air carrier” includes the passenger and all-cargo operations of both
domestic air carriers operating in accordance with 49 C.F.R. part 1544 and foreign air
carriers operating under security programs deemed acceptable by TSA in accordance with
49 C.F.R. part 1546.
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implementing TSA security requirements predominantly through TSAapproved security programs. These requirements for air carriers include,
among other things, measures related to the screening of passengers,
baggage, and cargo; training of employees in security and screening
procedures; testing employee proficiency in screening; and access to
aircraft. In addition, TSA may impose additional requirements in the form
of security directives or emergency amendments when more immediate
action on behalf of air carriers is necessary. 13 Whereas security programs
include standing regulatory requirements, directives are not intended to
be permanent in nature and are expected to eventually be canceled, for
example, should the threat or vulnerability cease to exist. If TSA
determines that safety and the public interest require the incorporation of
measures from directives into security programs, TSA will amend the
programs after providing affected air carriers with notice and an
opportunity for comment. 14 TSA may impose directives based on the
following:
Threat information. Directives may focus on addressing specific threats.
For example, in June 2017, TSA announced new security requirements in
a directive on international aviation security that included, among other
requirements, heightened screening of personal electronic devices larger
than a cellphone for air carriers operating last point of departure flights to

13

See 49 C.F.R. §§ 1544.105(d), 1544.305, 1546.105(d). Whereas TSA has direct
operational authority over domestic air carriers and may, consistent with U.S. law and
regulation, impose requirements directly upon them (which TSA may do through the
issuance of security directives), TSA may not exercise that same authority over foreign air
carriers. Rather, because all foreign air carrier operations to, from, within, or overflying the
United States must, consistent with U.S. law and regulation, implement and maintain a
security program deemed acceptable by TSA, TSA may augment the security programs of
such foreign air carrier operations by issuing emergency amendments, to which TSA may
hold the air carriers accountable.
14

See TSA Management Directive No. 2100.5. TSA regulations address the ability of
either TSA or air carriers to pursue amendments to air carriers’ TSA-approved security
programs, which may include the incorporation of security measures required by
directives, and provide for notice and comment. See 49 C.F.R. §§ 1544.105(b)-(c),
1546.105(b)-(c).
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the United States. 15 The directive was based on intelligence that terrorists
were attempting to smuggle explosive devices in various consumer items
(e.g., laptops).
Events. Terrorist attacks, both successful and foiled, can also lead to the
issuance of directives. For example, in response to a terrorist plot in July
2017, TSA issued security directives and emergency amendments in
September 2017 requiring air carriers transporting cargo to the United
States from last point of departure airports in Turkey to submit advance
cargo data to DHS. 16
Results of foreign airport assessments and air carrier inspections.
TSA may issue directives requiring air carriers to implement security
measures to account for vulnerabilities at foreign airports identified during
TSA assessments (e.g., inadequate perimeter fencing). 17 Through its
foreign airport assessment program, TSA determines whether foreign
airports that provide service to the United States maintain and carry out
effective security measures. 18 TSA does not have authority to impose or
15
See TSA Security Directive (SD) 1544-17-01I, International Aviation Security (Oct. 28,
2018) and Emergency Amendment (EA) 1546-17-02I, International Aviation Security (Oct.
28, 2018) (initially issued as SD1544-17-01 and EA 1546-17-02, respectively, in June
2017). Directives are numbered using the four digit number of the C.F.R. part under which
they are issued, followed by the last two digits of the calendar year issued, followed by a
number indicating the order of issuance in that year, followed by a letter indicating the
iteration of the directive. For example, the designation 1544-01-02C on a security directive
indicates that TSA issued the directive to air carriers regulated under 49 C.F.R. part 1544
in 2001, that it was the second security directive issued to aircraft operators in 2001, and
that it was the fourth iteration (i.e., the third revision) of that directive.
16

See TSA, SD 1544-17-03C, Cargo Security Measures—Flights departing Turkey to the
United States (Nov. 1, 2018) and EA 1546-17-03C, Cargo Security Measures—Passenger
Flights from Turkey to the United States (Nov. 1, 2018) (initially issued as SD 1544-17-03
and EA 1546-17-03, respectively in September 2017).
17

See 49 U.S.C. § 44907.

18

Specifically, TSA assesses foreign airports (1) served by a U.S. air carrier, (2) from
which a foreign air carrier operates U.S.-bound flights, (3) that pose a high risk of
introducing danger to international air travel, and (4) that are otherwise deemed
appropriate by the Secretary of Homeland Security, using a standard that results in an
analysis of the security measures at the airport based at least on the standards and
appropriate recommended practices of the International Civil Aviation Organization’s
Annex 17 to the Convention on International Civil Aviation in effect on the date of the
assessment. 49 U.S.C. § 44907(a)(1)-(2). The International Civil Aviation Organization is a
specialized agency of the United Nations with a primary objective to provide for the safe,
orderly, and efficient development of international civil aviation and through which member
nations (i.e., contracting states) agree to cooperate with other contracting states to meet
standardized international aviation security measures.
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otherwise enforce security requirements at foreign airports and, therefore,
often seeks to address security vulnerabilities it identifies by working with
domestic and foreign air carriers to implement security measures to
mitigate any identified vulnerabilities, as appropriate, while also working
with the foreign governments to address the vulnerabilities. Measures
required by directives to mitigate vulnerabilities identified during foreign
airport assessments include screening passengers at the boarding gate
and posting guards around parked aircraft.
Air carriers must implement the security measures set forth in applicable
directives in addition to other requirements imposed and enforced by TSA
to remain compliant with TSA security requirements. However, TSA may
approve the use of an alternative measure used in place of an existing
measure required by a directive if TSA determines the alternative
measure will achieve the required level of security. 19 For example, an air
carrier may request to use a different screening technology than specified
in a directive, which TSA could approve if it determines the security
outcome is commensurate, according to TSA officials. To ensure that air
carriers meet applicable security requirements, including those imposed
through directives, TSA conducts inspections of domestic and foreign air
carriers. 20

TSA Directives Most
Often Apply to
Passenger Air Carrier
Operations in Specific
Foreign Locations,
and Over Half Were
Issued Prior to 2014

As of March 2019, there were 46 TSA directives related to air carrier
operations at last point of departure airports in effect. 21 These directives
most often applied to passenger operations in specific foreign locations
(see fig. 1).

19

Directives contain provisions addressing the ability of air carriers to pursue alternative
measures through their TSA international industry representative. See 49 U.S.C. §§
1544.305(d), 1546.105.

20

See 49 C.F.R. §§ 1544.3, 1546.3.

21

Seventeen security directives have corresponding emergency amendments requiring
the same or similar security measures at the same location or locations.
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Figure 1: Selected Information on the Transportation Security Administration’s (TSA) Security Directives and Emergency
Amendments Related to Air Carrier Operations at Last Point of Departure Airports, as of March 2019

a

Length of directive is the duration of the security directive or emergency amendment identified within
the document, either explicitly or as calculated from the effective and expiration dates.

b
In general, all-cargo aircraft are configured solely for the transport of cargo and authorized persons,
not passengers.
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c
The country-specific category includes directives that are regional in scope (e.g., certain countries in
the Middle East).

The characteristics of the 46 directives vary in a number of ways. For
example:
•

Of these directives, 25 were for foreign air carriers and 21 were for
domestic air carriers.

•

More than half of the current directives were issued prior to 2014, and
most have a stated duration of 2 years or less. According to TSA
officials and corroborated by our analysis, threat-driven directives, just
over 60 percent of all directives, are generally in effect for about a
year. Our analysis also shows that all directives with 3-year durations
pertain to cargo-related threats, which TSA officials said are unlikely
to change in the near term. However, foreign airport vulnerabilitydriven directives may have time horizons of about 2 years because,
according to TSA officials, it could take foreign governments or airport
authorities longer than 1 year to take corrective actions to address the
deficiencies.

•

About 30 percent of directives apply to air carrier operations
worldwide and 70 percent apply to air carrier operations at airports in
certain countries. Specifically, there are 33 directives that apply to
specific countries in Asia, Africa, the Caribbean, Central America, or
the Middle East. The security policies the directives address also vary
and include passenger screening (23 directives), cargo (23), checked
baggage (12), and aircraft security (12), among others. 22

Although TSA generally issues directives with expiration dates, it may
decide to renew the directive based on the threat or vulnerability. TSA
has renewed or updated the 46 directives related to air carrier operations
at last point of departure airports an average of five times through its
review process. 23

22

Directives can include multiple types of security measures.

23

The mean, median, and mode were all five.
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TSA Reviews
Directives, but
Industry Coordination
Is Inconsistent, and
TSA Has Not Fully
Developed
Procedures for
Incorporating
Directives into
Security Programs

TSA has developed a process for reviewing directives that requires intraagency coordination across TSA offices, and we found that the agency
generally implemented this process in the 43 reviews it conducted from
January 2017 to March 2019. However, TSA has not defined when or
how it is to coordinate with air carriers and other industry stakeholders in
reviewing directives. In addition, when TSA officials have coordinated with
domestic and foreign air carriers, they have not documented the input air
carriers provided. Further, TSA has not defined the process for cancelling
or incorporating directives into air carrier security programs and certain
directives are longstanding.

TSA Developed and
Implemented a Process
for Reviewing Directives
That Requires IntraAgency Coordination

TSA issued a management directive in 2012 and associated standard
operating procedures in 2016 to guide the development and review of
directives, among other policies. 24 The management directive provides
high-level TSA policy for the development, external coordination, and
issuance of, among other things, directives. Further, the management
directive describes the roles and responsibilities individual TSA offices
have when developing directives, which are shown in table 1.

24

TSA, Management Directive No. 2100.5 and Standard Operating Procedures for
Security Policy Development, Coordination, and Issuance.
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Table 1: Transportation Security Administration (TSA) Offices that Play a Key Role in Updating Security Directives and
Emergency Amendments
TSA office

Responsibilities

Policy, Plans, and
Engagement

•
•

•

Global Operations

•
•

•

Intelligence and Analysis

•

Chief Counsel

•

Develops security programs and security directives and emergency amendments while overseeing
engagement with industry stakeholders, associations, and multilateral organizations.
Determines the appropriate security requirements that should be included in security directives and
emergency amendments, drafts the policies and determines timelines for their implementation, and
conducts the necessary stakeholder outreach with affected regulated parties (e.g., air carriers) and
their associations.
Coordinates and tracks the review process through all responsible TSA offices.
Conducts assessments at non-U.S. locations of affected regulated parties and airports.
Coordinates with Policy, Plans, and Engagement to determine the appropriate security requirements
that should be included in security directives and emergency amendments based on assessment
results.
Conducts the necessary stakeholder outreach with foreign governments and coordinates with air
carriers at foreign airports.
Provides information and guidance in the identification of current threats and other intelligence that
may form the basis for security directives and emergency amendments.
Reviews security directives and emergency amendments and the procedures used to issue them to
ensure legal sufficiency and enforceability.

Source: GAO analysis of TSA information. │ GAO-20-7

The standard operating procedures describe the process that TSA is to
apply to ensure that subject-matter experts coordinate to identify the
problem and formulate solutions while obtaining appropriate stakeholder
input from air carriers and their associations. TSA is to develop and
review directives in accordance with steps identified in the TSA
management directive and associated standard operating procedures,
which include creating a team, developing a problem statement and
options, drafting the policy document, and obtaining interoffice and
management approval. 25 Figure 2 shows how TSA is to apply this
process to the development and review of directives.

25

According to TSA officials, as of July 2019, TSA is undergoing a reorganization and they
plan to update the standard operating procedures to reflect the changes. However, these
officials stated that TSA’s day-to-day operations related to the review of directives remains
the same, and the management directive and procedures are still valid.
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Figure 2: Key Steps in the Transportation Security Administration’s (TSA) Process to Develop and Review Security Directives
and Emergency Amendments

a

TSA officials are to obtain input from key stakeholders and representatives of affected regulated
parties (e.g., air carriers), as appropriate.

The directive development process can take weeks if, for example, the
directive is merely expanding the applicable locations from an existing
directive, or several months, as was the case of the broad-scoped
worldwide directive regarding personal electronic devices and other
international aviation security measures.
Based on our review of TSA documents and meetings with TSA officials,
TSA has generally adhered to its internal process to update or cancel
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directives in the 43 reviews conducted from 2017 to March 2019. 26 Key
steps of this process include the following:
Initiate review process and create team. TSA initiates the directive
review process because of (1) new intelligence, (2) feedback received
from air carriers, (3) new information received from foreign airport
assessments or air carrier inspections, or about 90 days before a
directive is to expire, according to TSA officials. After initiation, TSA’s
standard operating procedures state that all TSA offices that have equity
in the security policy subject matter are to be invited to participate in the
directive review team. TSA may also include other DHS components or
government agencies in the team. According to our review of TSA
documentation, in all 43 reviews TSA created an interoffice team that
included Policy, Plans, and Engagement; Global Operations; and Chief
Counsel. Our analysis also shows that at least 28 reviews included TSA
Intelligence and Analysis. 27 Further, certain teams reviewing vulnerabilitydriven directives included TSA field staff, such as TSA international
industry representatives, TSA representatives, and regional operations
center managers who have responsibility for the overall planning and
conduct of assessments and air carrier inspections at foreign airports. In
addition, according to TSA officials and corroborated by TSA
documentation, they coordinated as needed with other federal partners—
including DHS, the State Department, where TSA has a liaison
embedded, and the National Security Council.
Develop problem statement and options. To understand the
environment and the nature of the threat, the team is to request a threat
summary from TSA Intelligence and Analysis and, based on the
intelligence summary, prepare a problem statement outlining the threat
and vulnerability. The team is also to develop a proposed solution to the
problem statement, and the team may decide to propose to either update
or cancel the directive through an action memo written for TSA
leadership. TSA officials stated that criteria for updating and canceling
26

These reviews covered 108 of the 109 of the directives TSA updated or canceled over
this time period. TSA could not provide documentation for the 2018 review of one security
directive it canceled because the carrier ceased operations out of that location. According
to TSA officials, it was not a formal, established practice to document the expiration of a
directive at that time, although they usually did. These officials stated that they began
recording this practice formally with an action memo in 2019.
27

Policy officials stated that they may not document involvement of Intelligence and
Analysis if the threat environment has not changed.
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directives include whether the threat or vulnerability remains, intelligence,
feedback from air carriers, and the results of air carrier inspections and
airport assessments. Updates can result in a renewal of the policy with no
significant changes or a revision to the security measures. All reviews
developed a problem statement and documented proposed solutions in
action memos that also included draft updates to the directives, as
applicable. Further, Intelligence and Analysis officials stated that they
provided the team with updated threat information and recommendations
on whether the directive required a change or could be canceled.
Obtain final approval and disseminate directive. If the team does not
decide to cancel a directive, the completed drafts are to be routed to TSA
offices for review and then to the administrator or assistant administrator
for final approval. 28 After final approval, TSA is to post worldwide
directives to DHS’s Homeland Security Information Network. 29 However, if
the directive is country or region-specific TSA officials stated that they
post an announcement on the network that the affected air carriers should
contact their TSA international industry representatives for more
information. According to our file review, TSA documented interoffice
approval to the updates or cancellations for at least 41 of the 43
reviews. 30 Further, the teams obtained administrator or assistant
administrator approval in all 43 reviews. TSA headquarters officials and
international industry representatives as well as air carrier representatives
confirmed that directives are posted to the Homeland Security Information
Network. 31
28

If the team recommends canceling a directive, an action memo is routed to TSA offices
for review and then to the administrator or assistant administrator for final approval.

29

The Homeland Security Information Network is a web-based platform operated by DHS
to facilitate sensitive but unclassified information sharing and coordination among federal,
state, local, tribal, and private-sector entities. DHS describes the network as its primary
information-sharing mechanism.

30

In one review, TSA officials could not locate documentation, but they stated that they are
confident that the offices completed them. TSA officials stated that the other review did not
undergo the typical routing process and therefore did not have clearance sheets.
Specifically, the TSA offices involved provided clearance sheets for the prior version of the
security directive in April 2018, but Global Operations requested an update that same
month to align the checked baggage security measures in the security directive with the
measures in the corresponding emergency amendment. Global Operations, not Policy,
Plans, and Engagement, routed the changes but did not request new clearance sheets.

31

TSA international industry representatives also told us that if air carrier representatives
do not have access to the network, the TSA officials send the air carrier representatives
the directive in a password-protected email.
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TSA Does Not
Consistently Coordinate
with Air Carriers and Other
Industry Stakeholders
When Reviewing
Directives

TSA’s Standard Operating Procedures for Security Policy Development,
Coordination, and Issuance requires TSA officials to obtain input from key
stakeholders and representatives of affected regulated parties (e.g., air
carriers), as appropriate, as shown in figure 2. 32 However, the standard
operating procedures do not explain what “as appropriate” means. Figure
3 shows a TSA international industry representative briefing foreign air
carrier representatives on the 2017 international aviation security
emergency amendment. TSA is also to incorporate key stakeholder input
into the final draft as appropriate. TSA officials stated that they generally
obtain mostly informal feedback from domestic air carriers and their
associations during quarterly meetings with industry or through air
carriers’ regular coordination with TSA international industry
representatives.

32
TSA, Standard Operating Procedures for Security Policy Development, Coordination,
and Issuance. These standard operating procedures apply to directives as well as all other
TSA security policy documents.
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Figure 3: Transportation Security Administration International Industry
Representative Briefs Foreign Air Carrier Representatives on an Emergency
Amendment

However, TSA officials stated that the extent to which they include air
carriers and aviation associations in the review process varies. For
example, TSA officials may share drafts of the directives with the air
carriers for feedback or decide to only discuss the content of the directive
at a high level, depending on the threat or vulnerability, air carriers
involved, whether the changes needed are time-sensitive, and countries
involved. While TSA’s standard operating procedures state that TSA is to
coordinate with air carriers and other industry stakeholders, the feasibility
of doing so when issuing or updating directives (particularly when the time
frame is short and security measures must reach the industry rapidly due
to a specific threat or recent event) is limited, according to TSA officials.
These officials noted that engagement is more likely to take place when a
directive is up for renewal or is being updated.
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Representatives from domestic air carriers confirmed that TSA has
coordinated with them but also told us that the coordination has been
inconsistent. Officials from four of the five domestic air carriers (three
passenger and one all-cargo air carrier) and two associations
representing domestic air carriers we met with told us that coordination
with TSA on directives has improved since 2017. The air carrier
representatives also stated that coordination with their TSA international
industry representatives on directives was helpful. For example, all three
domestic passenger air carriers we met with stated that TSA international
industry representatives coordinated closely with them during the multiple
revisions of the 2017 directive pertaining to international aviation security
and that TSA made changes based on the feedback or approved
alternative security measures they requested.
However, representatives from both passenger and all-cargo domestic air
carriers and an association that represents them identified ways that TSA
coordination has been inconsistent when reviewing directives. For
example, representatives from one of these air carriers stated that TSA
sometimes coordinates with them when revising directives but generally
seeks feedback from the same one or two air carriers that fly globally or
operate out of the most last point of departure airports and does not
always coordinate with air carriers that do not have a large global
operation. In addition, a representative from another air carrier told us that
TSA only coordinated with them after they insisted on being included in
the process to revise a security directive; TSA did not proactively seek
their input. Similarly, representatives from an association told us that TSA
did not coordinate with them on the 2018 revision of a security directive
issued to increase security requirements applied to cargo shipments
originating in, transiting through, or transferring from Egypt until the
association first reached out and that the process was not fully
transparent. 33 Although TSA verbally shared anticipated changes,
representatives from the association were not clear what the new
language would say or what it meant.
While TSA sometimes includes domestic air carriers in the directive
review process, foreign air carriers are generally not included, according
to their representatives. Representatives from four of the five foreign air
carriers we met with told us that they have a productive relationship with
33
TSA, SD 1544-15-04E: Security Measures—Cargo from Egypt on All-Cargo and
Twelve-Five Aircraft (Jan. 16, 2019) (initially issued as SD 1544-15-04 in November
2015).
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their TSA international industry representative and that TSA has made
changes to emergency amendments based on alternative security
measures they have requested. However, representatives from all five
foreign air carriers noted that TSA generally does not solicit their input
when reviewing emergency amendments. Representatives from the
association that represents foreign air carriers told us that TSA’s
coordination is sporadic; sometimes TSA would coordinate with industry
when revising directives, and other times TSA would not—even though
such coordination was necessary, in their view. For example, the
representatives from this association stated that TSA has not consistently
provided them with draft directives to review prior to issuance. These
officials also stated that TSA coordination usually comes after they
request being included in the process. All three international industry
representative groups responsible for coordinating with foreign air carriers
confirmed that TSA generally does not include their air carriers or the
association that represents them when revising emergency amendments.
Instead of coordinating with TSA, foreign air carriers may provide their
input to domestic code-share partners, according to one TSA international
industry group and representatives from a domestic air carrier. 34
Representatives from both domestic and foreign air carriers and their
associations identified negative effects of inconsistent coordination with
TSA during the directive review process and stated that improved
coordination would lead to more efficient and effective security measures.
For example, according to representatives from six air carriers and two
associations we met with, TSA did not include them at all or early enough
in the directive review process. These carriers and associations identified
a number of issues with the revised directives because of this lack of
coordination, such as directives that were vague, less effective, or difficult
for carriers to implement. For example, representatives from an
association and one air carrier noted that cargo directives are not always
effective because they do not fully account for how cargo moves around
the world (e.g., shippers may transport cargo by truck from one country to
another before loading it onto a U.S.-bound aircraft to avoid security
measures specific to certain foreign airports). Representatives from two
air carriers provided an example of vague requirements in directives
related to aircraft cabin search procedures that has led to TSA
international industry representatives and inspectors offering different
34

Code-share partnerships are business agreements that allow air carriers to sell seats on
flights operated by other airlines.
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interpretations of the same requirement. As a result, representatives of
the air carriers said they do not know how to implement, and have at
times been found in violation of, the requirement.
In addition, according to representatives from one foreign air carrier, had
TSA included them and other foreign air carriers early on in the review
process, the changes to the 2017 emergency amendment pertaining to
international aviation security measures would have been more efficient
and effective. For example, within 3 months of issuance, TSA revised the
directive twice to, among other things, change screening requirements for
personal electronic devices (e.g., allowing for alternative screening
methods). According to representatives from this air carrier, TSA could
have reduced or eliminated the need for such revisions had TSA officials
better coordinated with air carriers. Moreover, representatives from one
association stated that when TSA does not involve them or the air carriers
in the directive review process, TSA is missing an opportunity to
implement the most effective security measures and may actually
inadvertently create security vulnerabilities.
TSA’s 2018 Administrator’s Intent states that TSA is to coordinate with
external customers early and often for diverse perspectives and to
develop trusted relationships to grow opportunities for mission success. 35
Moreover, the Administrator’s Intent has a goal to effectively secure and
safeguard the transportation system through contributions from a diverse
and interconnected community of stakeholders, which includes actively
seeking stakeholder input. The goal further states that coordinating with
industry and other partners will enable timely and well-informed decisions
and increase security effectiveness. In addition, TSA’s Standard
Operating Procedures for Security Policy Development, Coordination, and
Issuance requires TSA officials to obtain input from key stakeholders and
representatives of affected regulated parties (e.g., air carriers), when
developing the problem statement, developing options, and drafting the
directive (as appropriate), as discussed above. 36 TSA is also to
incorporate key stakeholder input into the final draft as appropriate.
TSA officials identified several reasons why coordination with air carriers
and their association may be inconsistent. For example, TSA does not
35

TSA, Administrator’s Intent.

36

TSA, Standard Operating Procedures for Security Policy Development, Coordination,
and Issuance.
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have guidelines that are specific as to how it is to coordinate with air
carriers and their associations, and coordination can be difficult to define.
In addition, the level of coordination with industry stakeholders is to some
extent driven by the discretion of TSA administrators and assistant
administrators. As the personnel in these positions change, so too does
the level of expected coordination with industry. According to TSA
officials, they cannot write specific requirements for each of the over 200
air carriers with U.S.-bound operations and necessarily must choose
which air carriers to seek input from. In addition, TSA officials noted that
they coordinate with one or two domestic air carriers that chair the
security committee within the association that represents both passenger
and all-cargo air carriers. Further, TSA officials may decide not to share
much information at all with air carriers owned and operated by certain
foreign governments because of potential security concerns.
Although TSA’s Standard Operating Procedures for Security Policy
Development, Coordination, and Issuance require TSA officials to obtain
input from air carriers and key stakeholders, the current procedures do
not provide clear guidance on the circumstances under which
coordination should occur. Better defining (e.g., develop guiding
principles) how to coordinate with air carriers and other stakeholders
during the review of directives and implementing such guidance would
help TSA ensure that it more consistently coordinates with air carriers
over time, addresses air carriers concerns, and issues directives that
enable air carriers to effectively secure their operations against the
identified threats or vulnerabilities.

TSA Does Not Document
Input Provided by Air
Carriers during Its
Directive Review Process

When TSA officials have coordinated with domestic and foreign air
carriers, they have not documented the input air carriers provided. Based
on our review of the 43 directive reviews TSA conducted from 2017 to
March 2019, TSA officials did not document the input they have received
from air carriers. TSA did provide us with emails and appointments with
associations and air carriers to obtain their input during revisions to the
2017 directives pertaining to international aviation security, but this
documentation did not capture a summary of the discussions or
stakeholder concerns.
TSA’s Standard Operating Procedures for Security Policy Development,
Coordination, and Issuance requires that stakeholder and regulated party
input be documented and include the entity consulted, date, location, and
a brief summary of the discussion and specific stakeholder input, to
include any concerns. In addition, Standards for Internal Control in the
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Federal Government states that effective documentation assists in
management’s design of internal control by establishing and
communicating who, what, when, where, and why of internal control
execution to personnel. 37 Documentation also provides a means to retain
organizational knowledge and mitigate the risk of having that knowledge
limited to a few personnel, as well as a means to communicate that
knowledge as needed to external parties, such as external auditors.
According to TSA headquarters officials, TSA does not document its
coordination with air carriers and their associations because the feedback
that it solicits and receives from air carriers and associations is mostly
informal. TSA officials stated that for the 2017 directives pertaining to
international aviation security, for example, they had to adjudicate many
requests through dialogue with air carriers and their associations but the
discussions were not documented, as it would have been too
burdensome. However, TSA officials stated that most directives do not
have the broad scope or apply to as many air carriers as the 2017
directive pertaining to international aviation security. Documenting the
input provided by air carriers during the directive review process, even if
the input is deemed informal, would better ensure that TSA provides
insight on shared air carrier views or concerns, and retains knowledge
about who, what, when, where, and why coordination occurred. In
addition, TSA would be able to reference documented information for
decision-making purposes, which could help ensure that TSA is
consistently coordinating with air carriers during the review of directives
and addressing their concerns.

TSA Cancels Directives for
Various Reasons but Has
Not Defined a Process for
Incorporating Directives
into Air Carrier Security
Programs

In general, directives are not meant to be permanent, and TSA has
canceled some of them in recent years. Specifically, of the total of 78
directives related to air carrier operations at last point of departure
airports in effect at some point from fiscal year 2012 to March 2019, 46
remain current while 32 were canceled for a variety of reasons (see fig.
4).

37

GAO-14-704G.
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Figure 4: Reasons for Canceling Security Directives and Emergency Amendments
Related to Air Carrier Operations at Last Point of Departure Airports, Fiscal Year
2012 to March 2019

Note: Other reasons for cancellation include that the foreign airport implemented sustainable security
procedures, or that TSA incorporated the security measures into another policy document.

One reason TSA might cancel a directive is if the agency incorporates the
directive’s security measures into air carrier security programs. When this
occurs, TSA initiates the directive review process and the directive will be
canceled simultaneously with the security program change taking effect,
according to TSA officials. TSA officials stated that they follow a similar
process when they cancel a directive and include that directive’s security
measures in a new directive. As a result, there is no lapse in security
measure requirements.
Although TSA has canceled some directives, others are longstanding.
According to TSA officials, they have incorporated threat-based directives
into air carrier security programs but not foreign airport vulnerabilitybased directives because the latter are site-specific and would not apply
to all air carriers. 38 However, as shown in figure 5, more than half (25 of
46) of directives related to last point of departure airports have been in
effect for more than 5 years, and about one quarter (12) were threatbased. According to TSA officials, the threat pertaining to these directives
still exists.
38

TSA may consider incorporating certain vulnerability-based directives into attachments
to security programs in the future, according to TSA officials.
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Figure 5: Years the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) Issued Security
Directives and Emergency Amendments Related to Air Carrier Operations at Last
Point of Departure Airports, as of March 2019

Further, certain security measures predate the issuance of the directives
that remain in effect. As shown in figure 4, the security measures within
one-third (12) of the canceled directives were incorporated into new
directives. According to TSA officials, there are security measures in
certain directives that predate the creation of TSA in 2001. 39
Representatives of the air carriers and associations we met with identified
directives that have, in their view, persisted for too long, which can create
redundant and confusing security requirements. Specifically, half of the
air carrier representatives we met with told us that some directive
requirements conflict with requirements in the air carriers’ security
programs, are redundant, or could be incorporated into the security
programs. According to representatives from one air carrier, without an
39

Prior to the establishment of TSA, the Federal Aviation Administration was the federal
entity with responsibility for civil aviation security. See, for example, 14 C.F.R. §§ 108.105
and 108.305 (2002) (regarding the approval of security programs and amendments and
authority to issue security directives, respectively).
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exit strategy or plan to help TSA determine when it can cancel directives,
the directives may be in effect beyond their useful time frame and are in
some instances outdated or redundant. For example, representatives
from this air carrier stated that directives require air carriers to identify
baggage in a manner to thwart an attack in which passengers check their
baggage with explosives in it but do not board the plane. However, given
advancements in screening technology, such security measures are no
longer required, according to these representatives. 40 In addition,
according to representatives from another air carrier, there are often
conflicts between the directives and the security programs, which may
cause confusion and sometimes misinterpretation of security
requirements. 41 Further, representatives from a third air carrier and one
association also told us that there is value in incorporating directives into
air carrier security programs because it removes the uncertainty involved,
and air carriers can better plan for security requirements.
TSA headquarters and field officials told us that there are directives that
can be incorporated into air carrier security programs. For example, TSA
headquarters officials stated that they have identified several such
directives, including
•

a 2012 emergency amendment and a 2017 security directive and
emergency amendment related to passenger international aviation
security; 42

•

a 2014 security directive regarding the handling of items containing
liquids, aerosols, and gels (e.g., personal hygiene products) brought
into the aircraft cabin by passengers; 43 and

40

The International Civil Aviation Organization, through Annex 17, however, requires that
air carriers must not transport the baggage of people who are not on board the aircraft
unless the baggage is identified as unaccompanied and subjected to appropriate
screening. According to TSA officials, air carriers have requested and received approval to
apply alternative measures to comply with these requirements by using new technology.

41

TSA headquarters officials stated that there are often conflicts between the language in
the security programs and the directives because the programs contain baseline security
measures and the directives contain enhanced security measures. According to these
officials, TSA international industry representatives advise air carriers to apply the more
stringent measures.

42

See EA 1546-17-01I, EA 1546-17-02I, SD 1544-17-01I, and EA 1546-12-01M, Security
Measures for Flights To and Overflying the United States (Nov. 1, 2018) (initially issued as
EA 1546-12-01 in 2012).
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•

security directives and emergency amendments pertaining to cargo
from certain Middle Eastern and African countries. 44

Further, three groups of TSA international industry representatives told us
that TSA should incorporate certain directives into security programs.
Further, they stated that certain directives overlap, have outdated
requirements, or contradict each other. For example, they highlighted
overlap between requirements found in the 2012 emergency amendment
and 2017 emergency amendments related to passenger international
aviation security, as well as the air carriers’ security programs. Both
emergency amendments have security requirements pertaining to
passenger screening, aircraft security, and catering. According to one
group of international industry representatives, there is confusion among
themselves and air carriers over which emergency amendment
supersedes the other.
Although TSA officials have identified directives that they may be able to
cancel by incorporating them into security programs, TSA does not have
a defined process for doing so. TSA’s standard operating procedures
provide step-by-step guidance for issuing new or revised security
requirements through the directive review process, but it does not provide
similar guidance for incorporating directives into security programs.
Specifically, TSA officials have not resolved how they will accomplish key
steps in incorporating certain long-standing directives into the security
programs. For example, TSA officials stated that they are considering
incorporating a 2011 security directive and emergency amendment
pertaining to security measures for cargo from Yemen. However, TSA

43

TSA, SD 1544-14-01D, Security Measures for Handling Liquids, Aerosols, and Gels
(Mar. 11, 2018) (initially issued as SD1544-14-01 in January 2014). TSA first issued
directives pertaining to liquids, aerosols, and gels in 2006.
44

See, e.g., TSA, SD 1544-11-01, Security Measures—Cargo and Property from Yemen
on All-Cargo and Twelve-Five Aircraft (Feb, 3, 2011), and EA 1546-11-01, Security
Measures—Cargo and Property from Yemen on All-Cargo and Twelve-Five Aircraft (Feb.
2011). TSA issued both directives without an expiration date (i.e., they are indefinite and,
as of July 2019, remain in effect).
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officials are unclear how they might request comments from air carriers
because not all air carriers transport cargo from that country. 45
Further, TSA officials stated that they have not determined whether or
how they might incorporate vulnerability-driven directives into security
programs. In addition, according to TSA officials, TSA’s reorganizations,
personnel changes, and limited staff availability have delayed efforts to
incorporate longstanding directives into security programs. TSA officials
stated they have been attempting to incorporate the 2012 international
aviation security emergency amendment into the security programs for
foreign air carriers for the past 10 years. Specifically, in 2012 TSA
consolidated over 20 worldwide threat-based emergency amendments
issued from 2001 to 2012 into one emergency amendment covering a
number of different types of security measures with the plan to next
incorporate it into the security program, according to TSA officials.
However, since that time, TSA has renewed the emergency amendment
13 times, each time with a new expiration date. TSA officials stated that it
is easier to renew directives to ensure that the security measures remain
in place than to incorporate them into security programs.
Despite these challenges, TSA officials stated that they are mapping out
how to incorporate certain directives into air carrier security programs.
Further, they may be able to develop the changes to the programs and
draft action memos for the TSA Administrator to approve by the end of
2019, according to these officials. As of July 2019, TSA officials had
identified the directives it first planned to migrate into security programs
and begun the process. However, these officials had not yet finalized
plans for doing so.
TSA Management Directive 2100.5 provides high-level TSA policy for the
development, external coordination, and issuance of security programs
and directives. 46 It states that during the creation of all directives (i.e.,
45

TSA regulations provide that in amending a security program, the air carrier is to be
notified in writing of the proposed amendment and provide a fixed period (not less than 30
days for domestic carriers and not less than 45 calendar days for foreign carriers) within
which the air carrier may submit written information, views, and arguments on the
amendment, and after which, considering all relevant material, the air carrier will either be
notified of any amendment adopted or the notice of amendment will be rescinded. See
generally 49 C.F.R. §§ 1544.105(c) and 1546.105(c) (addressing amendments by TSA to
domestic and foreign air carrier security programs, respectively).

46

TSA Management Directive No. 2100.5.
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security directives and emergency amendments), a sunset date will be
assigned. This date is to serve as the date where a decision will be made
by the agency to either cancel the directive or convert it into a security
program change. Factors for this decision will include a comprehensive
intelligence review, assessment of risk-based relevance, and operator
performance and compliance. According to the management directive,
this lifecycle analysis will ensure that directives are not permanent in
nature and that the security program change process is routinely used as
the vehicle for long-term regulatory requirements. However, the
management directive does not preclude continuation of a directive, and
TSA may decide to renew the directive, as appropriate.
Further, according to the standard operating procedures associated with
this management directive, the goal of the policy development process is
to enhance TSA’s ability to make sound and timely policy decisions. 47 In
addition, Standards of Internal Control in the Federal Government states
that management should define objectives clearly to enable the
identification of risks and define risk tolerances. 48 This involves clearly
defining what is to be achieved, who is to achieve it, how it will be
achieved, and the time frames for achievement.
By defining the process for cancelling or incorporating directives into
security programs, including expected time frames, and taking actions to
implement this process, as applicable, TSA could better ensure that it
clarifies and streamlines the security requirements for air carriers that
operate at last point of departure airports in a timely manner and in a way
that uses limited resources efficiently. Further, taking these steps would
help ensure that requirements in directives that should become
permanent are incorporated into security programs.

Conclusions

Given that terrorist groups continue to target international aviation, it is
paramount that TSA effectively update and issue security directives and
emergency amendments in response to threats. For the approximately
300 airports in foreign countries offering last point of departure flights to
the United States, TSA may issue directives when immediate action on
behalf of air carriers is necessary and has developed a review process for
47
TSA, Standard Operating Procedures for Security Policy Development, Coordination,
and Issuance.
48

GAO-14-704G.
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these directives, but it has not defined the circumstances under which
TSA is to coordinate with air carriers and other industry stakeholders
throughout the process. Better defining (e.g., develop guiding principles)
how TSA is to coordinate with air carriers and implementing such
guidance would help TSA ensure that it more consistently coordinates
with air carriers over time, air carriers concerns are addressed, and it
issues directives that enable air carriers to effectively secure their
operations against the identified threats or vulnerabilities. In addition,
documenting the input provided by air carriers during the directive review
process would help TSA better ensure that it captures stakeholder views
or concerns and retains knowledge about who, what, when, where, and
why coordination occurred. TSA would also be able to reference
documented information for decision-making purposes, which could help
ensure that TSA is consistently coordinating with air carriers during the
review of directives and addressing their concerns. Further, TSA has not
always canceled longstanding directives or incorporated them into air
carrier security programs. However, according to TSA Management
Directive 2100.5, directives are not meant to be permanent. Recognizing
that threat-driven exigent circumstances may preclude consultation,
better defining the process for cancelling or incorporating directives into
security programs, including expected time frames, and taking actions to
implement this process, as applicable, could better ensure that TSA
clarifies and streamlines the security requirements for air carriers that
operate at last point of departure airports in a timely manner and in a way
that uses limited resources efficiently.

Recommendations for
Executive Action

We are making the following three recommendations to TSA:
The Administrator of TSA should ensure that the Assistant Administrator
for Policy, Plans, and Engagement and the Assistant Administrator for
Global Operations better define (e.g., develop guiding principles) how
TSA is to coordinate with air carriers and other stakeholders during the
review of security directives and emergency amendments, and implement
such guidance (Recommendation 1).
The Administrator of TSA should ensure input provided by air carriers and
other stakeholders is documented during the security directive and
emergency amendment review process (Recommendation 2).
The Administrator of TSA should ensure that the Assistant Administrator
for Policy, Plans, and Engagement defines a process for cancelling or
incorporating security directives and emergency amendments into
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security programs, including time frames, and take action to implement
this process, as applicable (Recommendation 3).

Agency Comments
and Our Evaluation

We provided a draft of our report to DHS for review and comment. In
written comments, which are included in appendix I and discussed below,
DHS concurred with our three recommendations and described actions
taken to address them. DHS also provided technical comments, which we
have incorporated into the report, as appropriate.
With respect to our first recommendation that TSA better define how to
coordinate with air carriers and other stakeholders during the review of
security directives and emergency amendments, and implement such
guidance, DHS stated that TSA is developing a process for more formal
and consistent coordination with air carrier and industry association
stakeholders.
With regard to our second recommendation that TSA document the input
provided by air carriers and other stakeholders during the security
directive and emergency amendment review process, DHS stated that
TSA will require international industry representatives and other TSA
officials to keep records of all communications related to review and
feedback on directives. TSA officials plan to incorporate substantive
feedback into action memos associated with the review of directives.
With respect to our third recommendation that TSA define a process for
cancelling or incorporating security directives and emergency
amendments into security programs, DHS stated that TSA will establish
milestones at which TSA will conduct a formal review to determine if longstanding directives should be consolidated into a security program or
otherwise cancelled.
We are sending this report to the appropriate congressional committees
and to the acting Secretary of Homeland Security. In addition, this report
is available at no charge on the GAO website at http://gao.gov.
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If you or your staff members have any questions about this report, please
contact William Russell at (202) 512-8777 or russellw@gao.gov. Contact
points for our Offices of Congressional Relations and Public Affairs may
be found on the last page of this report. GAO staff who made key
contributions to this report are listed in appendix II.

William Russell
Director, Homeland Security and Justice
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